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Synopsis:

The Engineering Mechanics Statics course is one of the fundamental courses in our Mechanical Engineering Technology program and is a prerequisite course for the Strengths of Materials and Dynamics courses. The primary objective of the course is to provide the ability to investigate and solve trusses, frames, and mechanisms under static equilibrium conditions. A good understanding of these concepts is essential for solving a wide range of mechanics problems.
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Synopsis
The Engineering Mechanics Statics course is one of the fundamental courses in our Mechanical Engineering Technology program and is a prerequisite course for the Strengths of Materials and Dynamics courses. The primary objective of the course is to provide the ability to investigate and solve trusses, frames, and mechanisms under static equilibrium conditions. A good understanding of these concepts is essential for solving a wide range of mechanics problems.

The paper describes the authors’ effort to enhance the students’ knowledge of statics concepts through a variety of in-class activities, including peer-assisted learning, in the form of in-class assignments solved by students in small groups. A minimum of 15 minutes per class were dedicated to such problem solving strategies, which was time well spent as the results showing the improved student’s knowledge of the subject matter are extremely encouraging. In addition, to encourage participation of all students and discussions between the group’s members, the students were required to submit at the end of the exercise a brief record of the conversations they held to solve the given problem.

This strategy was briefly introduced during the spring 2017 semester and was broadened in the spring 2018 semester. Results before and after such learning experiences are presented for different student learning outcomes. For example, on the topic of calculating the resultant of multiple concurrent forces, the class average during spring 2018 semester was 97% compared with 70% during spring 2017 and 62% for spring 2015. Spring 2015 serves as pre-PAL baseline. Benefits, limitations, and future directions are also discussed.

Background
Gains in retention are vital to the success of students, the success and rankings of universities, and thus, to the respective home countries at large. For example, approximately 50% to 85% of gross domestic product (GDP) growth in the United States is attributable to advancements in science and engineering (Augustine, 2012). Moreover, the economic growth attributable to STEM-related occupations (17%) is expected to out-pace those in non-STEM fields (9.8%) (Sununu & Cardona, 2013). Thus, the importance of the currency, relevance, and development of university-based engineering programs such as engineering mechanics are critical to this continuous growth, requiring a continuous improvement strategy. This strategy should necessarily focus on both academic and non-academic components such as
statics coursework, communication, and collaboration. Continuous improvement requires an investment of time and formative exploration to enhance the pedagogical foundations of these courses through strategies such as active learning, peer instruction, and one-to-one tutoring (Bloom, 1984; Fagen, A.P., Crouch, C.H., and Mazur, E., 2002; Hendriksen, S.I, Yang, L., Love, B., Hall, M.C., 2005; Prince, 2004). Pedagogical improvements are ultimately financial investments, an example of which is the state of Kansas’ 2012 investment of $10.5 million USD to increase the number of engineering graduates across its three state institutions by 60% over the next decade (Carpenter, 2011). With this investment come the expectation of effective professional preparation. The foundation of effective professional preparation requires mastery of foundational content. However, sometimes students struggle with core concepts, which in turn, negatively impacts their performance in advance courses, their academic progress, and subsequently, their retention, which, ultimately impacts the university’s success and thus ranking. Therefore, effective preparation must also include the identification of these difficult content areas followed by the development and implementation of effective pedagogical interventions and instructional support. One known example of critical content area that universities continue to focus on is Engineering Mechanics and Statics (Statics), which is a necessary pre-requisite for advanced course work, like Engineering Mechanics Dynamics or Strength of Materials, and effective performance in applied settings. A 2.5-year study at Wichita State revealed a 36% failure rate in Statics (Myose, R., Raza, S., Hoffmann, K., and Ghoddoussi, A., 2014). Failure rates in Statics from the 2000 to 2002 academic years at California State Polytechnic University in Pomona ranged from 40% to 44% (Rezaei, A., 2007). A University of Cincinnati study of the effects of instructional formats led to positive results, but still with a reported failure rate of 24% (Rutz et al., 2003).

Much of the failure in Statics is attributed to misconceptions regarding basic content such as the relationship between forces, and these and other misconceptions are carried into other introductory courses (Halloun, I. Hestenes, D., 1985). Over time, efforts have been made to identify these misconceptions (Hestenes, D., Wells, M., and Swackhamer, G, 1992; Steif, 2004). A separate remediation course for these foundational misconceptions cannot be easily added to the curricula. Existing core course in Engineering are comprised of a mixture of physical-science-related abstract and theoretical disciplines. For example, students must apply previously learned prerequisite coursework related to topics such as physics and trigonometry to solve practical problems under specific conditions. The pace of the coursework and the performance expectations to apply previously-learned core content precludes the re-teaching of rudimentary concepts at the expense of scare course time.
Consequently, students that struggle with foundational concepts from prerequisite coursework such as Technical Physics Mechanics, may not be capable of maintaining pace with their more advanced classmates, resulting in a lack of academic progress and possible retention issues (Bernhold, L., Spurlin, J.E., and Anson, C, 2007). Performance in statics courses is a strong predictor of retention in the engineering majors and of results in future engineering courses (Takahira, S., Goodings, D. J., and Byrnes, J. P., 1998).

The above-mentioned issues exist in the current university where Engineering Technology students registered in an engineering mechanics statics course struggle to understand basic physics and engineering concepts such as finding the components of a force on an x- and y-axis or performing a simple basic truss analysis. The forgoing discussion is evidence that these student experiences are in alignment with the experiences of similar students at universities. A firm understanding of these core concepts and principles is essential for a wide range of real-world engineering applications. An active learning intervention using peer-assisted learning (PAL) strategies including collaboration and communication, were introduced to address the above-mentioned achievement gaps. These strategies are supported by prior research (Rohrbeck, C.A., Ginsburg-Block, M., Fantuzzo, J.W., and Miller, T.R., 2003). The purpose of this study is to describe the initial application and results of the implementation of PAL strategies in an engineering technology mechanics – statics course.

Professional preparation in Engineering has been moving to a collaborative model with multiple socio-technological dimensions, as part of learning to solve engineering problems cooperatively (Dym, C.L., Wesner, J.W., Winner, L., 2003). Current Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) standards specifically include student outcomes related to team-based communication and collaboration. The ability to engage in academic and non-academic discourse using the language of engineering, including physics and math concepts, is an additional indicator of learning and understanding. This includes oral and written communication to describe projects, limitations and constraints, models, and parameters in calculations (Dym, C.L., 1994). Group-based collaboration and communication support the development and application of engineering and mathematics vocabulary, which facilitates creative problem-solving within diverse teams, in current and future contexts (Mabogunje, A., and Leifer, L.J., 1997). Group-based collaboration and communication and PAL strategies have been shown before to increase engagement and further students’ understanding in other STEM classroom settings (Obenland, C.A., Munson, A.H., and Hutchinson, J.S., 2013). However, there is still a lack of research on the use and efficacy of these strategies in the engineering classroom.
The current study is trying to respond to the following research question: “What impact will a peer assisted learning strategy have on the scores of students in the engineering statics classroom?” Implementation with a focus on ABET criteria could also provide a pathway for improving student outcomes related to solving engineering problems cooperatively by providing experience working within teams and communicating (ABET, 2017; Dym, C.L., 1994).

Research Methods and Procedures

Site and Participants
The site for this study is the Engineering Technology Department (ET) in the College of Engineering (COE), at The University of Toledo (UT). The COE is one of the largest colleges in terms of enrollment at UT and is comprised of six academic departments, including ET. The Department offers ABET-accredited professional engineering technology programs leading to the Bachelor of Science degree in five areas of study: Computer Science and Engineering Technology (CSET), Construction Engineering Technology (CET), Electrical Engineering Technology (EET), Information Technology (IT), and Mechanical Engineering Technology (MET). The largest program in the ET Department is the MET program, which enrolls approximately 400 undergraduate students. The MET student body is comprised of traditional students (18 to 24-year-olds) (40%), transfers (23%), internationals (7%), and non-traditional, returning adults (30%). This research focuses on core requirements in Statics, and thus, includes a cross-section of these sub-groups.

The Course
The Engineering Mechanics Statics course (MET 2100) is one of the core courses for the MET and EET programs, and it is one of the prerequisites for advanced courses including Strengths of Materials (MET 2120) and Dynamics (MET 3400). MET 2100 is a three-credit hour course that is offered during both the spring and fall semesters (15-weeks) as well as the summer semester (12-weeks). The course covers the fundamentals of static force analysis including: forces, moments, dry friction, free-body diagrams; static equilibrium applied to machines, mechanisms, trusses, and frames; and, center of gravity, centroids, and moments of inertia. The overarching goal of this course is to emphasize the application of basic principles to the solution of simplified engineering problems. A proficient grounding in these concepts is critical for solving a wide range of engineering mechanics problems, and therefore, is essential for success in advanced courses.
Curriculum Instructional Framework and Design
The curricular updates were informed by well-established instructional design theories and approaches, including inquiry-based and active learning. These learning approaches are associated with a range of strategies including project-based learning, problem-based learning, student-centeredness, collaboration, exploration of issues, negotiation, problem solving, flexible thinking, knowledge construction, scaffolding, lifelong learning, and presentation and communication (Avsec, S., and Kocijanic, S, 2016; Hannafin, M. J., and Land, S. M., 2012; Kim, M. C., and Hannafin, M. J, 2011; Jonassen, D.H., 2000; Mayer, R. E., and Wittrock, M. C., 2006; and Scardamalia, M., and Bereiter, C., 2010). Moving from a traditional instructional approach that relies on lecture and teacher-led problem solving to student-centered and active learning involves a deliberate shift in perspective and instructional approach that encompasses course design, assessment, and delivery decisions. These decisions require a course and curriculum view. At the course level, students are learning statics fundamentals, both conceptually and beginning to solve higher order, real-world problems related to structures and mechanisms. At the curriculum, proficiency in statics ensures alignment and preparation for advance course work in Dynamics and Strength of Materials.

The MET 2100 re-design was contextualized within a larger competency-based curriculum and course design model, as shown in Table 1. MET 2100 Learning Framework is an adaptation from the Ready Develop Integrate Perform (RDIP) Model, which describes a competency-based approach that informs course and program designs and related assessment activities, processes, and decisions (Haughton, N., 2017). The RDIP model integrates several learning frameworks including: Bloom’s Cognitive Taxonomy (Bloom, B.S., and Krathwohl, D.R., 1956); The Conceptual Learning Model (U.S. Department of Education, n.d.; Voorhees, R.A., 2001); cross-functional competences (Rothwell, W.J., and Gaber, J. M, 2011); The Bologna Process and the Dublin Descriptors (ESG, 2015); and, Degree Qualifications Profiles (DQP) (Lumina, 2014). Learning experiences progress from readiness (Ready) to mastery (Perform), with Communication and Collaboration integrated throughout learning. The lens of the Bloom’s Cognitive Taxonomy informs the incorporation of performance expectations and assessment at each competency progression. The current adaptation describes the assessment and learning framework for MET 2100. This course is a pre-requisite for coursework in Strengths of Materials and Dynamics.
Table 1: MET 2100 Learning Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competency Level</th>
<th>Course Performances &amp; Assessment</th>
<th>MET 2100 Statics for Technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perform</strong></td>
<td>completion of advanced learning objectives. <strong>sample assessments:</strong> real-world focused project; presentation; internship</td>
<td>Upper level courses, like Strength of Materials: Design of Beams. Deflection of Beams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integrate</strong></td>
<td>completion of mid-level, integrative learning objectives. <strong>sample assessments:</strong> module assessment, project components, concept maps</td>
<td>Analysis of trusses. Center of Gravity. Area Moments of Inertia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Develop</strong></td>
<td>completion of low-level learning objectives. <strong>sample assessments:</strong> quizzes / chapter tests</td>
<td>Resultant and equilibrium of coplanar forces. Concurrent Spatial Force Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ready</strong></td>
<td>completion of course prerequisites. <strong>sample assessments:</strong> prior course work, software skills, technical skills, &amp; other competences</td>
<td><strong>course content:</strong> PHYS 2020 Technical Physics Mechanics. Topics include measurement, statics, Newton’s laws, friction, work, energy, power, impulse and momentum, and simple machines. Also, includes an integrated laboratory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Peer Assisted Learning Strategies**

The integration of PAL and assessment strategies was influenced by the work of Black and William (2009), which identifies five key aspects of effective formative assessment: students clarify, share, and have understanding of learning intentions and criteria for success; students engineer effective classroom discussion/question/tasks that elicit evidence of learning;
students receive feedback to move forward; students are activated as instructional resources for one another; students are activated as owners of their own learning. Worksheets (response sheet) (Appendix 1) were developed to be used individually and collaboratively for problem solving. The worksheet contained conceptual prompts that are aligned with the statics course curriculum. The prompts provide scaffolds that help students identify the relationships between the different pieces of information and concepts required to solve a problem (Hiebert, J. et al., 1996). The students have autonomy in the collaborative problem-solving activities in two ways. Firstly, students develop group memberships. Secondly, each group chooses how to engage in the collaborative process by either individual then collaboration or collaboration only. This autonomy encourages students to develop leadership skills as well as adaptable multiple problem-solving strategies (Boaler, J., 1998).

As previously mentioned, the Engineering Mechanics Statics classroom is a space in which active learning strategies are implemented using a mixture of abstract physics and mathematical concepts to solve practical problems related to trusses, frames, and mechanisms under static equilibrium conditions. Also previously mentioned was the difficulty to implement remediation for under-performing students many of whom, bring misconceptions to the classroom. One PAL strategy, think-pair-share, focused small-group activities. This small-group collaboration supports remediation as students engage in problem-solving. This, in turn, mitigates the amount of time the instructor spends on remediation. The students with a greater understanding will be able to answer the questions, thus helping to close the learning gaps of their peers as needed (Dillon, J.T., 1984). Each small group reports their strategies and solutions at the end of the allowed time as part of a larger instructor-facilitated classroom discussion. PAL interventions are designed with the intent of enhancing learning and motivation, and consequently achievement, through peer-mediated teaching strategies (Rohrbeck, C.A., Ginsburg-Block, M., Fantuzzo, J.W., and Miller, T.R., 2003). The structure of the classroom tasks, peer evaluation techniques, and instructional formats of PAL are built on strategies identified to increase competence and autonomy (Ames, C., 1992).

**PAL Implementation Procedures**

PAL in our Engineering Mechanics Statics classroom followed the same strategy of using a think-pair-share session following the proposal of a statics problem broken down into multiple segments. Think-pair-share as a PAL activity has been shown to increase engagement and further student understanding in other classroom settings (Obenland, C.A., Munson, A.H., and Hutchinson, J.S., 2013; Rohrbeck, C.A., Ginsburg-Block, M., Fantuzzo, J.W., and Miller, T.R., 2003). Though rarely applied in an engineering setting, it is expected
that PAL interventions will result in increased engagement and success for students across skill levels, including improving learning outcomes for both low-performing and advanced students.

One of the key components of the PAL format is the response sheet. The sheet is designed to structure student reporting of small-group collaborative conversations and problem-solving activities, including difficulties encountered and solutions implemented. These completed response sheets are used as evidence that the students are explaining and teaching concepts to each other (Slavin, R.E., Hurley, E.A., and Chamberlain, A., 2003). The conversations are important because students, while engaging in the academic discourse of engineering, increase their learning and understanding of core concepts (Webb, N.M., 1991). Within the Engineering Mechanics Statics classroom, specifically, the act of peer conversation of the material serves multiple purposes.

1. Teamwork. The practice of engineering is increasingly being recognized as a team process with multiple socio-technological dimensions. Therefore, engineering programs must prepare graduates to function effectively on collaborative teams to solve engineering problems (Dym, C.L., Wesner, J.W., Winner, L, 2003).

2. Communication. Effective communication skills are essential for the engineering profession. Learning and practicing to interact in classroom settings should improve communication skills, develop engineering and mathematics vocabulary, and increase creativity (Dym, C.L., 1994; Mabogunje, A., and Leifer, L.J., 1997).

The ABET general engineering criteria (ABET, 2017) specifically include student outcomes related to functioning on teams and communicating.

**Results**

The PAL strategies were piloted in spring 2017 and the implementation was broadened in the spring 2018 semester. The results are shown in Figure 1 in which spring 2015 serves as a pre-PAL baseline. On the topic of calculating the resultant of a number of concurrent coplanar forces: the spring 2018 results showed a class average of 97% compared with a class average of 70% in spring 2017 and 62% for spring 2015.
On the topic of distributed load: the class average during spring 2018 semester was 76% compared with 72% during spring 2017 and 73% for spring 2015. On the topic of free body diagram: the class average during spring 2018 semester was 91% compared with 78% during spring 2017 and 61% for spring 2015. On the topic of concurrent forces: the class average during spring 2018 semester was 97% compared with 70% during spring 2017 and 62% for spring 2015. On the topic of reaction forces at supports: the class average during spring 2018 semester was 85% compared with 80% during spring 2017 and 69% for spring 2015.

There are still topics / subjects that need more work than others, like the truss analysis as shown in Figure 2. The results show an improvement though on average, students were are still not proficient as reflected by a minimum score of 75%.
An unexpected result was obtained for the area moment of inertia content topic. As seen from the Figure 3, the class average results for spring 2018 was significantly below the average class results as compared with previous semesters including spring 2014. The assessment problem during spring 2018 asked for the area moment of inertia with respect to a given non-centroidal x-axis. The majority of the students solve the problem for the area moment of inertia with respect to the centroidal x-axis, similar with several problems discussed in class. This misconception might have been uncovered has this topic been addressed in a PAL session.

The efficacy of the PAL strategy was observed over several workgroup problems aligned with the curriculum and using similar materials and assessments from prior semesters (Taras, M., 2005). On these assessments, students are given open ended opportunities to solve problems, where the exact strategy used to solve depends on the prior experience of the learner with the tasks presented. These assessments are used due to the cognitive complexity involved in solving work with multiple pathways to a solution, which allows students to
demonstrate how their experience influences their learning (Linn, R.L., Baker, E.L., and Dunbar, S.B., 1991). The assessments were chosen over other forms of analysis of learning, such as surveys or end of course ratings, due to the relative credibility assessment analysis has with engineering professors (Wankat, P.C., Felder, R.M., Smith, K.A., Oreovicz, F.S., 2002).

Limitations related to the research context include relatively small class sizes, convenience samples, and the case study nature of the implementations. Additional limitations result from the nature of the classroom setting including the inability to control other influences on learning (Wankat, P.C., Felder, R.M., Smith, K.A., Oreovicz, F.S., 2002).

**Conclusion**

PAL strategies, even when implemented for a short period, show promise for increasing content knowledge through collaborative engagement. The current results support the potential benefits as described in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: The benefits of using PAL](image)

In addition, the practical benefits from the implementation of PAL strategies remove the need to add remedial content to the course as well as the need to add remedial courses to the curriculum. Moreover, the improved performance of most students is likely to improve retention across the board, including traditional and non-traditional students as well as underrepresented sub-groups.
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Appendix 1: Worksheet Examples
Using a force meter, the following forces were measured for the truss above, subject of 2 external forces:

- in 2 supports: 160lb, 200lb, 160lb
- in 3 members: 120lb (T), 179lb (T), 200lb (C)

Assign these force values to each support and member so that the structure is in equilibrium.

List the issues and / or the discussions that you and your group had when solving this problem.

a) ____________________________________________________________

b) ____________________________________________________________

c) ____________________________________________________________

d) ____________________________________________________________
Problem # 2

Reaction forces in supports:

Joint A

Joint B

Joint C or D

RAx = \hspace{1cm} N
RAy = \hspace{1cm} N
RD = \hspace{1cm} N
FAB = \hspace{1cm} N
FAC = \hspace{1cm} N
FDB = \hspace{1cm} N
FBC = \hspace{1cm} N
FDC = \hspace{1cm} N
List the issues and / or the discussions that you and your group had when solving this problem.

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 